Arts & Humanities Convocation Medals & Awards 2022

Governor General’s Silver Medal – [Music student]

Bentley Scholarship and Gold Medal in the Faculty of Arts and Humanities – Jisrawi, Shatha Najeh (250968952)

Scholar’s Electives Honors Themed Module – no candidate

Four-Year Bachelor of Arts (Specialization) Degree – Derradji-Aouat, Soliman (251044673)

Four-Year Bachelor of Arts (Major) Degree – Tronciu, Stella Lina (251028230)

Three-Year Bachelor of Arts (Major) Degree – no candidate

Angela Armitt Medals – to be determined

Doris (Billie) L. Ransberry Memorial Medal – to be determined

Arts and Humanities [SASAH Program]
Honours Major in Arts and Humanities – Rozenberg, Alexandra Esther (251033819)

Classical Studies
Honours Specialization in Classical Studies – Ferris, Fionntan Ian Greg (250981870)
Honours Major in Classical Studies – Mahood, Hope McKee (251018285)

English and Writing
Alumni Gold Medal – Julien, Éléonore Isabelle Marie (250972317)
Frances Weir Scholarship – Handelman, Kye Lea (250792306) [Social Science]
Helen M. B. Allison Gold Medal - Hohmann, Shelby Louise Samantha (250968375)
Kristin Brady Memorial Prize - Force, Sydney Alexandra (251017592)
Honours Specialization in Creative Writing and English Language & Literature – Lonnee, Kaitlyn Michelle (250974266)
Honours Major in English Language and Literature - Mahood, Hope McKee (251018285)
Honours Major in Theatre Studies – Blondeel, Paige Shayla (251040098)

Film Studies
Honours Specialization in Film Studies – Soave, Sonia Simona (251054605)
Honours Major in Film Studies – Rozenberg, Alexandra Esther (251033819)

French Studies
A. Dorothy Turville Gold Medal – Zuniga, Kaily Marlene (250988322)
Alumni Gold Medal - Julien, Éléonore Isabelle Marie (250972317)
Sir Charles Edward Saunders - Mary Eileen Anderson Scholarship – Liu, Lorraine Yu-Chi (251009711)
Honours Specialization in French Studies - Liu, Lorraine Yu-Chi (251009711)
Honours Major in French Studies – Julien, Éléonore Isabelle Marie (250972317)

*Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies*
Honours Specialization in Gender and Women’s Studies – Sen, Diyasha (251010218)
Honours Specialization in Global Gender Studies – Zhao, Wynnie Weini (250967123)
Honours Major in Gender and Women's Studies – Pugh, Ashton Kei Norma Pauline (251030345) [Social Science]
Honours Major in Sexuality Studies – no candidate

*Languages and Cultures*
A. Dorothy Turville Gold Medal – Zuniga, Kaily Marlene (250988322)
Dr. R. N. Shervill Gold Medal – Zuniga, Kaily Marlene (250988322)
Gordon Tracy Award for Excellence in German Literature – Adrianovska, Layla (251019174)
Honours Specialization in Spanish Language and Hispanic Cultures – Daly, Hannah Paige (251039965)
Honours Major in German Language and Culture – no candidate
Honours Major in Italian Language and Culture – no candidate
Honours Major in Spanish – [Dr. R.N. Shervill Gold Medal is going to this student]
Honours Major in Spanish Language and Linguistics – Colgiu, Ioana Gabriela (250954951)

*Linguistics*
Honours Specialization in Linguistics – Trewin, Kelsey Anna (251004344)
Honours Major in Linguistics – Jisrawi, Shatha Najeh (250968952)

*Medieval Studies*
Honours Major in Medieval Studies - no candidate

*Philosophy*
Honours Specialization in Philosophy – Miller, Nadia (251011976)
Honours Major in Philosophy – Sharma, Pratishtha (251037964)

*Visual Arts*
Tony and Betsy Little Gold Medal in Visual Arts - German, Kaitlyn Marie (251000538)
Honours Specialization in Art History and Museum Studies - [Tony & Betsy Little Gold Medal is going to this student]
Honours Specialization in Studio Art – Gelinas, Cosette Nichole (251030484)
Honours Specialization in Art History and Studio Art – Granken, Holly Elizabeth Gail (251054860)
Honours Major in Art History – Thorpe, Sophie Patricia (250966712)
Honours Major in Art History and Studio Art – Attard, Jessica Rose (251022434) [Social Science]
Honours Major in Museum and Curatorial Studies – no candidate

Computer Science
Honours Major in Computer Science – Jisrawi, Shatha Najeh (250968952)

Political Science
Honours Major in Political Science – Scoler, Jamie Rachel (251023086)